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Easter Pontifical Mass at Gethsemani - 1963
One of my most treasured p ossessions is my late Father's own copy of
Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander, in which he had marked passages
that he found particularly significant. I was intrigued that, as he was an
Anglican priest in the High Church tradition, he had noted the
following passage, referring to the Easter Pontifical Mass at
Gethsemani in 1963:
The less said about the Easter morning Pontifical Mass the
better. Interminable pontifical maneuverings, with the
'Master of Ceremonies' calling every play, and trying to
marshal the ministers into formation and keep things
moving. Purple zuchetto and cappa magna and of course it
had to be our Mexican novice who was appointed to carry
the long train (this inwardly made me furious and practically
choked any desire I may have had to sing alleluias). The
church was stifling with solemn, feudal, and unbreathable
fictions. This taste for plush, for ornamentation, for display
strikes me as secular, no matter how much it is supposed to
be 'for the glory of God'. The spring outside seemed much
more sacred. Easter afternoon I went to the lake and sat in
silence looking at the green buds, the wind skimming the
utterly silent surface of the water, a muskrat slowly paddling
to the other side. Peace and meaning. Sweet spring air. One
could breathe. The alleluias came back by themselves.

* Thomas

Merton, Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander (London: The Sheldon
Press, 1977), p. 288. Used with Permission of the Merton Legacy Trust. The
original journal entry for Easter Sunday, 14th April, 1963, can be found in
Turning Towards the World - The journals of Thomas Merton, vol. 4.
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Hope offers the substance of all theology to the individual soul.
By hope all the truths that are presented to the whole world in
an abstract and impersonal way become for me a matter of
personal and intimate conviction. What I believe by faith, what
I understand by the habit of theology, I possess and make my
own by hope. Hope is the gateway to contemplation, because
contemplation is an experience of divine things and we cannot
experience what we do not in some way possess. By hope we lay
hands on the substance of what we believe and by hope we
possess the substance of the promise of God's love.1
This is a wonderful piece of writing by Thomas Merton on the subject of
hope. Hope is a notoriously difficult concept to pin down. Hope in the
Christian sense of the word is something far greater than wishful
thinking. This is not about saying that we hope the weather will be better
tomorrow or that we hope we can make our flight connection at the
airport. Christian hope is 'the substance of all theology to the individual
soul', says Merton. And also, says Merton, 'hope is the gateway to
contemplation', and indeed to the Christian understanding of the
contemplative life.
To followers of Christ, our hearts are rooted and grounded in a great
and unchangeable hope. This is the hope which Paul expounds in the
letter to the Romans, the hope by which we believe that 'neither height,
nor depth, nor a nything else in all creation will be able to separate us
from the love of God in Ch rist Jesus our Lord.' (Romans 8:39) And so, in
Romans 15:13 Paul prays, 'May the God of hope fill you with all joy and
peace in believing, so that you may abound in hope by the power of the
Holy Spirit.'
Paul is saying here much the same as Thomas Merton. It is in
believing, in 'what I believe by faith', as Merton says, that we may come to
abound in hope. We then are filled with all joy and peace in our hearts by
the God of hope. God is the source of our hope, not any earthly
circumstances or events. In fact this hope is completely independent of
earthly events and the situations in which we find ourselves. Our hope as
Christians is bound entirely to the person of Jesus Christ and to his
resurrection from the dead. As the first letter of Peter says, 'Blessed be
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! By his great mercy he has
given us new birth into a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus
Christ from the dead.' (1 Peter1 :3)
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Hope is personal. Hope transforms my inner being and my sense of
what my life is about. Hope is the gateway to contemplation, says Merton.
The contemplation that Merton is talking about here is not mindfulness
or meditation as it is widely taught these days. This is much more than a
daily discipline of sitting silently and paying attention to our thoughts
and our breathing. This type of mindfulness emphasises staying in the
present moment for a short period of time as a way of releasing stress
and anxiety. There is certainly much value in this practice, but Merton has
something very different to this in mind.
Contemplation for Merton is so much more. Contemplation is, says
Merton, 'an experience of divine things'. This is why hope is the gateway
to contemplation, because, continuing on from the opening quote, 'by
hope we possess the substance of the promise of God's love'. He goes on,
in the next paragraph, to be specific about how we may know the promise
of God's love: 'Jesus is the theology of the Father. If I do not hope in His
love for me, I will never really know Christ.' Contemplation in the
Christian tradition is centred on Christ. For Merton, what one believes by
faith in Jesus, and then makes one's own by hope, is essential to
contemplative practice as he understands it.
This is all highly significant for us now living in the third decade of the
21st Century. We are living in wild and strange days. Our consciousness is
daily buffeted by news of poverty and inequality, the climate emergency,
racism, war and violence. We live in a digital world, in 'the age of
acceleration', and none of us is in control of what is happening to our
lives. 2 We all know that we are not capable of dealing with the challenges
that are ranged against us. The weight of the world is heavy upon many
shoulders and hearts, and for many, signs of hope are hard to find. As we
think about the world that our children and grandchildren may be facing,
we may well be filled with anxiety and even despair.
So a huge question for our time is this: Where do we find hope? To
answer this for myself, I am increasingly drawn back to my own
experience as a student in South Africa in the early 1970s when I was a
member of an organisation called the University Christian Movement.
When the UCM started in the late 1960s it was supported by all the
mainline churches, as an ecumenical non-racial student organisation.
UCM was a radical, fresh and exciting Christian movement which believed
in a vision of a just and free South Africa. Within five years the UCM had
been crushed by the apartheid government. Its leaders were either
banned or driven into exile. I and many others who had joined the UCM
were shaken to the core by what had happened. We knew then that we
faced a ruthless and authoritarian government. In those days it was
almost impossible to envisage that the kind of change for which we

longed and prayed would ever come to South Africa.
In these circumstances, it was all too easy to give up or to give in. Yet
in South Africa I and many others were able to find hope through faith in
Christ, and through our experience of the Christian communities and
churches which remained, even in the darkest times, committed to the
way of God's love in Christ for our society. Hope does not ultimately come
from looking at a desperate situation and trying to plan a way forward.
This may help, and be an important thing to do, but sometimes we face
forces that are just too powerful and our situation may humanly speaking
seem to be hopeless. At that time in South Africa I was privileged to know
and work with those who showed me Christ by their faith and by their
example. This is what made all the difference to me and to many others in
those days of struggle. Through our hope in God we found strength to
persevere, to work for justice, and to keep on believing that a new South
Africa would one day be born.
Merton is right to say that hope is the gateway to contemplation. But I
would also want to say that it is our practice of contemplative prayer that
grounds us in hope. As the practice becomes established in our daily lives,
we will find that increasingly we draw our hope from the still centre. This
is the place where the love of God rules in our inmost being, where we
simply know that his love is the final word in all our human experience.
Here, in the place of daily letting go and self-emptying, we learn to abide
and rest and trust in God, no matter what is going on around us. This is
where our hope is nurtured and sustained. This is where we know, like
Paul in Romans 8:39, that 'nothing in all creation will be able to separate
us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord.'
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Thomas Merton, 'Sentences on Hope', in No Man is an Island (London: Burns
& Oates, 2001), pp.18-19.
'The age of Acceleration' is a term coined by the American journalist Thomas
Friedman to describe our times in which the world is in thrall to 3 powerful
accelerating forces, those of technology, globalization and climate change.
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